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a b s t r a c t

In 3D technology, when the image isolation between the left image and right image is incomplete, each
eye can see not only wanted image but also unwanted image as well. And for some types of 3D technol-
ogy, this leakage of the unwanted image is not spatially uniform. In making this leakage less noticeable by
the modification of the 3D image data, one value of the modification condition can make the leakage
smaller at one position but larger at other positions of the 3D display due to this non-uniformity. When
the modification conditions dependent on the display positions are determined and applied to the image
data, the leakage is observed to reduce at all the positions of the 3D display.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Principle of 3D and various 3D technologies had been known for
a long time [1,2]. Nowadays, 3D technologies become popular not
only in 3D theater but also for the various applications such as TV,
monitor [3].

When the image isolation between the left image and right im-
age is incomplete in 3D display, the left eye of the user can see not
only the left image but also the weak right image and vice versa.
For example when the left and right images with non-zero binoc-
ular disparity of Fig. 1a are displayed, the luminance difference oc-
curs at the region where the binocular disparity exist as illustrated
in Fig. 1b. Such an image artifact is generally used to determine the
image quality of 3D display. And this artifact is characterized by 3D
crosstalk which is defined as the ratio of the unwanted image leak-
age to the wanted image [4].

Reduction of 3D crosstalk by the modification of the image data
had been reported to be effective. Fig. 1c and d shows the sche-
matic concept of 3D crosstalk reduction. Once leakage or 3D cross-
talk is measured, original image data is modified such that sum of
the luminance by the modified image data and the leakage be-
comes the original image data [5,6].

For some type of 3D technologies, 3D crosstalk had been re-
ported to be spatially non-uniform due to the factors such as the
signal driving scheme and the directional dependence [7,8]. If spa-
tial non-uniformity of 3D crosstalk is not negligible, the conditions

for 3D crosstalk reduction need to be determined in consideration
of this non-uniformity.

In this paper, the spatial distribution of 3D crosstalk character-
istic is determined through the observation of test image data of
the spatial periodic pattern. From this, the conditions for 3D cross-
talk reduction are separately determined for the different positions
on the imaging display. Finally, the 3D crosstalk for the modified
test image is compared with that of the original test image to con-
firm the usefulness of this approach.

2. Method

2.1. Phenomenon of non-uniformity

Spatial distribution of 3D crosstalk was investigated for
stereoscopic 3D using Shutter glasses (SG 3D). 3D system for the
experiment consists of Shutter glass (Nvidia 3D vision), 120 Hz
monitor, PC equipped with Geforce GTX460 graphic card [9]. For
the experiment, LCD monitor of Twisted Nematic (TN) LC mode,
the diagonal size of 22 in. and the total pixel number of 1680 by
1050 was used (ViewSonic VX2268WM) which is compatible with
the shutter glass of Nvidia 3D vision. To display the test image data
on the 3D display, 3D photo viewer software of Nvidia was used
which controls the synchronization of 3D signal for 3D monitor
and the shutter glasses.

Test image data of Fig. 2 that consists of white and black signal
was used as the 3D input image data. Black bars are repeated with
the period of W/9. The binocular disparity of the black bars be-
tween the left and the right eye is W/60.
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To capture the image that is observed by one eye, digital camera
(Canon EOS 500D) was used. Digital photo image is saved as 24 bit
JPG image. It was placed at the distance of 80 cm from the 3D dis-
play, perpendicular to the center of the 3D display as illustrated in
Fig. 3a. Right side of the operating shutter glasses were placed in
front of digital camera.

Fig. 3b shows the photo captured through right side of the shut-
ter glass when the test image data of Fig. 2 was displayed on the 3D
display. Experiment was performed 30 min after 3D display is
turned on. At the left side of each black bar, weak vertical patterns
can be observed. These correspond to the test image data for the
left eye. This leakage of the unwanted image is defined as ghost
artifact in this paper. The intensity of this ghost artifact is known
to increase as the 3D crosstalk increases [4]. Fig. 3b shows the
non-negligible change of the ghost artifact along the vertical direc-
tion and the relatively negligible change along the horizontal direc-
tion. Fig. 3c shows the gray level along the cross-section S1–S2 of
the digital image of the captured photo. The maximum gray level
of the photo is normalized from 255 to 1. Positions of the cross sec-
tion are represented as line S1–S2 in Fig. 3b. Step-like change of
gray levels corresponding to the ghost artifact can be observed be-
side the left side of the each region which corresponds to the input
signal of black bar.

The vertical non-uniformity of this SG 3D system can be attrib-
uted to the driving scheme of LCD where each new image is verti-

cally updated line by line sequentially from the top line to the
bottom line during each frame [4]. Fig. 3 shows that the intensity
of the ghost artifact and 3D crosstalk are not spatially uniform
for the SG 3D used in the experiment. Therefore, in applying the
concept of 3D crosstalk reduction to this SG 3D, the effect of this
non-uniformity needs to be investigated.

2.2. Experimental set-up for 3D crosstalk reduction

The intensities of the ghost artifacts of Fig. 3 do not shows any
abrupt change at any specific positions. Hence, if the image modi-
fication conditions for 3D crosstalk reductions are determined at
the finite number of positions of the 3D display, it is expected that
the image modification condition at any position can be deter-
mined by the interpolation.

While Figs. 2 and 3 show the ghost artifact for the case of the
black and the white signal, ghost artifacts between other gray lev-
els needs to be investigated. Test image data of repeated boxes of
Fig. 4 is used which consist of two different gray levels. Gray levels
of 0, 63, 127, 191 and 255 are considered. Input signal for the white
and the black correspond to the gray levels of A = 255 and B = 0. In
Fig. 4, 9 by 9 boxes are repeated vertically with the period of H/9
and horizontally with the period of W/9. Pnl represent the location
of each box on the 3D display where the first and the second sub-
scripts are related to the vertical and the horizontal positions. The
binocular disparity of boxes between the left and the right images
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Fig. 1. Scheme of 3D crosstalk reduction by the modification of the image data. (a)
Original image data for the left and the right eye. (b) Images observed by the left
and the right eye through eyeglasses when the original images are displayed. (c)
Image data modified to reduce 3D crosstalk. (d) Images observed by the left and the
right eye through eyeglass when the modified image data are used.
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Fig. 2. Test image data of the repeated bar patterns for 3D crosstalk observation for
(a) the left eye and (b) the right eye. Black bars are repeated with the period of W/9
on the white background. W represents the width of the test image data or the 3D
display. The binocular disparity between bars of the left and the right image data is
W/60.
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is W/60. Test image data of the repeated patterns are selected to
observe the spatial uniformity of 3D crosstalk.

SG 3D system and photo-capturing system described in Section
2.1 was also used for the experiment. When this test image data is
used, ghost artifact will appear around box pattern if 3D crosstalk
is not negligible.

To find the condition of 3D crosstalk reduction, the image data
are modified as illustrated in Fig. 5. In the modified image data,
gray levels of Am and Bm in the test image data are adjusted from
gray level A and B by the step of four gray. As the each modified im-
age is displayed on the 3D display, intensity of ghost artifact is ob-
served. And the modification condition where ghost artifact is least
observed is determined for each box pattern located at the differ-

ent position of the 3D display. As the intensity of the ghost artifact
depends on the 3D crosstalk, decrease of the ghost artifact will re-
sult in the reduction of 3D crosstalk as well.

3. Result and analysis

Fig. 6 shows the photo captured through the right side of shut-
ter glass when test image data of box pattern of Fig. 4 is displayed
with gray levels of A = 255 and B = 0. In Fig. 6, ghost artifact show
the trend of the increase from the center of the 3D display along
the vertical direction and the relatively negligible change along
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Fig. 3. (a) Top view of the photo-capturing system. Digital camera is placed
perpendicular to the 3D display. (b) Photo captured through the right side of
eyeglass when the test image data of Fig. 2 were displayed on the 3D display (c)
Normalized gray level of the captured photo along the line S1–S2. Horizontal axis
represents the positions between S1 and S2. Vertical axis represents the normalized
gray level of photo.
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Fig. 4. Test image data of the repeated box patterns for 3D crosstalk observation for
(a) the left eye and (b) the right eye. The boxes are placed horizontally with the
period of W/18 and vertically with the period of H/18. W and H represent the width
and the height of the test image data or the 3D display. The binocular disparity
between the boxes of the left and the right image data is W/60. Boxes are
represented as Pnl and box of P55 is placed at the center of 3D display. The gray
levels of the background and the box patterns are represented as A and B which are
one of 0, 63, 127, 191, 255 gray levels.
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the modification of the image data of box patterns consisting of
gray levels A and B for (a) the left eye and (b) the right eye. Gray levels for Am and Bm

are modified from gray levels A and B.
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the horizontal direction similar to Fig. 3. Enlarged image around
the box pattern of P55 shows that ghost artifact is less noticeable
at the center of the 3D display. Enlarged images around the box
pattern of P15 or P95 show stronger ghost artifact compared with
that around the center position. Also intensity of the ghost artifact
is not symmetric along the vertical direction.

As the non-uniformity along the horizontal direction is not
noticeable, conditions of image modification were determined only
at the nine positions of P15, P25, . . . P85, P95 along the vertical direc-
tion, following the procedure described in Section 3.

Conditions of Am and Bm where the ghost artifact becomes least
noticeable are not the same for the nine points along the vertical
direction. These are determined respectively by the visual observa-
tion as the Am and Bm values for the modified image data are ad-
justed. Modification conditions for these nine points are listed in
Table 1. Values of Bm remain zero for the gray levels of A = 255
and B = 0 in case of this 3D system.

Fig. 7 shows an example of the captured photo when the mod-
ified test image data of Am = 187 and Bm = 0 is used. Enlarged image
around the box pattern of P85 shows that ghost artifact is not
noticeable, but the ghost artifact at the center and the upper side
of the 3D display are more noticeable compared with Fig. 6. There-
fore, this modification condition of Am = 187 and Bm = 0 is not effec-
tive for all the positions of 3D display.

From the Am values of Table 1, Am value at the each vertical pixel
position of the image data is determined using Least-Squares Fit-

ting technique, where 5th – degree polynomial is used. Fitting
curve of Am is illustrated in Fig. 8. The fitting curve is steeper at
the upper side compared with the lower side of the image data.
Fig. 9 shows the modified image data of the bar patterns where
Am value changes continuously according to the fitting curve of
Fig. 8.

Photo captured through the right side of shutter glass is shown
in Fig. 10a when the modified image data of Fig. 9 is used. Photo of
Fig. 10a shows the weaker ghost artifact compared with that of
Fig. 3. Fig. 10b shows the gray level of the digital image of the cap-
tured photo where the maximum gray level is normalized to one.
Positions of the cross section are represented as line S1–S2 in
Fig. 10a. The step-like change due to the ghost-artifact existed in
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Fig. 6. Photo captured through the right side of eyeglass when the test image data
of Fig. 4 at A = 255 and B = 0 are displayed on the 3D display. Enlarged images
around box pattern P15 and P95 show the ghost artifact where box patterns for the
left eye leaked. Enlarged image around box pattern P55 shows no ghost artifact.

Table 1
Am and Bm values which is determined when the ghost artifact is least noticeable at
each position of box pattern along the vertical direction for the image data of box
patterns consisting of gray levels A = 255 and B = 0.

Position P15 P25 P35 P45 P55 P65 P75 P85 P95

Am 151 199 227 243 235 207 195 183 173
Bm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 7. Photo captured through the right side of eyeglass when the modified test
image data of Fig. 5 at A = 255, B = 0, Am = 183 and Bm = 0 are displayed on the 3D
display. Enlarged image around the box pattern P85 shows little ghost artifact.
Enlarged image around box pattern P55 and the upper side of the captured photo
shows the stronger ghost artifact compared with that of Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. Fitting curve of Am using the data of Table 1 for the test image data of Fig. 4
at A = 255 and B = 0. Horizontal axis represents the vertical positions of the 3D
display where 0 and H correspond to the top and the bottom positions of the 3D
display. Vertical axis represents Am for the modified image data.
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Fig. 3c where the non-modified image data is used. But in Fig. 10b,
these step-like change due to the ghost-artifact does not exist.

Procedure described in the above for the test image data of the
black and white can be applied to determine the condition of 3D
crosstalk reduction for other gray levels. For this, the gray levels
of the background and the box patterns in Fig. 4 are selected as
A = 63, 127, 191 and B = 0, 63. Each test image that consist of the
combination of A and B, was displayed on the 3D sample and Am

and Bm are determined which reduce 3D crosstalk in consideration
of the spatial non-uniformity. When these test images are dis-
played on the 3D sample, the observed ghost artifacts show the
trend similar to that of Fig. 6 where the ghost artifacts increase
from the center of the 3D display along the vertical direction and
relatively change little along the horizontal direction. So Am and
Bm are determined at the vertical nine positions of P15, P25, . . .

P85, P95. Similar to the case of the black and white, ghost artifact
are observed to be stronger near the boundary along the vertical
direction. Fig. 11 illustrates the results for the gray level of B = 0.
Change of A–Am can reduce the observed ghost artifact while Bm

was kept the same as B = 0. Am deviates from A more at the regions
of the strong ghost artifacts. Fig. 12 illustrates the determined Am

and Bm for the gray level of B = 63. Ghost artifact can occur inside
the box pattern as well as outside the box pattern. When the value
of Am decreases from A by the step of four gray levels, the ghost
artifact observed outside the box pattern is reduced. When Bm in-
creases from B by the step of four gray levels, the ghost artifact ob-
served inside the box pattern is reduced. As the ghost artifact
observed outside the box pattern is more noticeable than the ghost
artifact observed inside the box pattern, Am was first determined

and then Bm was determined. Without the image modification,
the ghost artifact at 3H/9 and 4H/9 are least noticeable. So A–Am

and Bm–B are smaller at these positions.
Once conditions of Am and Bm are determined with respect to the

specific spatial positions and the specific gray levels, conditions of
Am and Bm for the intermediate state can be derived as illustrated
in the example of Figs. 8 and 9 for the gray levels of 255 and 0.
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Fig. 9. Modified image data of the bar patterns of Fig. 2 for (a) the left and (b) the
right eye. Am of image data is modified according to the fitting curve of Fig. 8. A and
B correspond to the gray levels for white and black.
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Fig. 10. (a) Photo captured through the right side of eyeglass when the modified
test image data of Fig. 9 are displayed on the 3D display. (b) Normalized gray level
of the captured photo along the line S1–S2. Horizontal axis represents the positions
between S1 and S2. Vertical axis represents the normalized gray level of photo.
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Fig. 11. Conditions of Am for 3D crosstalk reduction determined from the image
data of box patterns consisting of gray levels of A = 63, 127, 191, 255 and B = 0. Bm is
fixed as zero. Horizontal axis represents the vertical positions of the 3D display
where 0 and H correspond to the top and the bottom positions of the 3D display.
Vertical axis represents gray levels of Am for the modified image data. List of
number inside the graph represent the gray levels for A and B.
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4. Conclusion

Ghost artifact due to the incomplete isolation between the left
and the right eyes is observed to be non-uniform along the vertical
direction for 3D display using the shutter glass and LCD monitor of
TN mode. As the ghost artifact or the 3D crosstalk is not spatially
uniform along the vertical direction, 3D crosstalk reduction by the
modification of the image data is not effective for all the positions
of the 3D display when modification condition of one value is used.
Modification conditions to reduce the 3D crosstalk were deter-
mined at the vertical nine positions on the 3D display between
the gray levels of 0, 63, 127, 191 and 255. When modification con-
ditions were interpolated from these determined conditions, ghost
artifact, that is, 3D crosstalk was observed to decrease for all the
positions of 3D display.

The modification condition is determined for the stereoscopic
system consisting of 3D display and the shutter glasses. Hence, the
replacement of 3D display or the shutter glass in the stereoscopic

system by other devices, may affect the modification condition,
though this does not affect the described procedure determining
the modification condition.

If data modification is done disregarding the spatial non-unifor-
mity, this can even cause the increase of the 3D crosstalk at some
positions as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand, data modification
in consideration of the spatial non-uniformity can reduce the spa-
tial 3D crosstalk, but this method is more complex and needs large
amount of data compared with the former. Also, this modification
of the image data can cause the gradual non-uniformity of the
luminance distribution along the vertical direction. Hence, the use-
fulness of the spatial non-uniformity should be considered regard-
ing how strongly the performance of the stereoscopic system
shows the spatially non-uniform behavior.
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